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The following comme.nts are addressed to the. statement ()Iprinciple
issued by the Committee on the 11th June. They fall into tvlO
parts. In the first, I accept one possible interpretation of the
intentions of the Committee, and argue for a modification to the
statement that will make that statement more nearly consistent with
that interpretation.Ih the second, I reject another possible
interpretation of the intentions of the Committee, and argue for a
more radically revised statement.
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I infer from the statement of 'general principle' in (a), and
from the elaborations on its implementations in ('9) a.1}d(c),

that',t};1eprinciple of freedom of speech as defined inu:'those
paragraphs is to have moral priority over all other principles
at all times in the University. I further understand that
any violation of this principle as defined and however morally
justifiable will entail a penalty for the violator or violators.
Hy first interpretation of the intention behind the assertion
that the principle of freedom of spoech is to have moral
priority at all times is that the Committee is searching for
some higher order moral principle that would provide an
adequate basis for ader in the University consistent with
the greatest possible freedom of expression for all members of
the University and their guests. This interpretation assumes
that the Comm,ittee is not interested in freedom of speech as
such, but only interested in it in so far as it satisfies the
de~and for a higher order moral principle of the kind that I
have suggested.

I suggest that the spirit of this intention would be more
firmly expressed if the last sentence of paragraph (c) were
to be elaborated. As that sentence stands, there is no indication
that any body administering justice in the University could
decide that the interruption of a meeting could be justified bn
principles of higher priority than the principle of freedom
of speech;'and that they could therefore decide that although
technically an offence had been committed, the penalty should be
nominal. The possibility of such a decision is not mentioned
in (c). ,

Further, I suggest that the success of any future judicial
procedures in the University crucially depends upon the
constitution of the body administering justice. This is because
such a bodY1tiill be required '~odecide between competing moral
claims, and since it is likely that different groups in the
University will have different moral priorities, these groups
should be represented as nearly as possible on the disciplinary
body.
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~Iy.secondinterpretation of the intention behind the assertion
that the principle of freedom of speech is to have moral
priority at all times is that the Committee is convinced that
thi$ principle is unar,gua.blythe greatest moral good. This
interpretation assume$, 'contrary to the first , that the
Committee is intere$ted in freedom of speech as such. I would
challenge the proposition that freedom of speech is unarguably
the greatest moral good on at least two grounds.
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First, it i::;possible, and the Committee accepts this in (c),
that there are grounds on which it could be plausibly argued
that there are higher moral priorities than freedom of
speech. It is my opinion that employees of the Cheraical
Defence Experimental Establishment at Porton Down, for example,
should not have the freedom to speak on any aspect of their
work in any way they so wish since that work has consequences
which, if'realised, will violate more fundamental moral
principles than the freedom to speak. Horeover, that work
already violates atl international agreement that I consider
to have a higher moral priority than the freedom of speech.
Freedom of speech is thus not unarguably the greatest moral
good.

SecoIld, the Committee accepts in (b) that convent~ons do exist
for different kinds of meeting, and that the principle of freedom
to speak without hindrance might be relaxed in meetings where
it was accepted that interruptions were legitimate. One class
of such meetings would be those conventionally described as
'political', a class into which Dr Inch's visit to the
University would not appear, on first sight, to fall. However,
it is possible to argue that Dr Inch's work has direct
political consequences, and therefore that any talk he may
give on that work can be treated as a political talk, and thus
be subject to the kinds Qf interruptions conventionally
accepted for that class Qf talks. It is clea:~,t:p,attherewould
be different opinions as to the conventions appropriate
for the conduct of meetings such as the 7th May one, and thus
clear that the notion of 'accepted conventions' is empirically
untenable. '

I would, then, argue that any disciplinary rule founded on the
assertion that freedom of speech is the greatest moral good,
and where that assertion is made not on the grounds that it
provides a satisfactory higher order moral principle but on
the grounds that it is true, will be unjust, since it does not
conform to the canons of positive law in reflecting the
morality of the community tQ which it is to be applied.

On the assumption that the Committee is searching for a higher
order moral principle that would provide a basis for order
in the University consistent with the greatest possible freedom
of expression for all~ members of the University and their
guests, and that the principle of free speech will only serve
this p~pose if it is conceivable that it shall not always be
strictly upheld after any enqUiry, I w,ould li~~ to"propose an
alternative. The alternative should meet the condition of
reflecting as nearly as possible the greatest moral agreementr
in the University, and nibt be subject to the disrepute inito
which the principle of freedom of speech might fall if my
proposal in I is adopted. Subject to my being proved to be
mistaken about the nature and extent of moral agreement in the
University, I suggest the following:
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That no person or group of persons in the University has the

r,~ght to compel ano1i;r~r,rperson or group~.f;r'Persons to speak

or>;r,e~~in silent on\in;t issue whatsoeverijy,' physical
coe~c,ion." J' ,
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A greFt deal claill:rly p.~ngs on the interpretation given '}
to the phrase Iphysicp.l 'coercionI. It is 'possible to argue'
tha.t the reading of an indictment at the 7th Nay meeting,
was 'such a phsyica.lobstruction. Equally,:,it is possible to
argUe tha,t the de'cision to close the II1eet:ing,apparently taken
by tJ:1echairman,\'ras an,act of pijysical obstruction, since'
it removed the speaketrand thus denied some members of the
audience the right. to sp~ak on an issue.with the speaker
present. In short, such a principle more nearly expresses
the. greatest moral consensus, in the University" and is .
flexible enough to be open to differing interpretation
by groups with difli'erentinterests. The decision as to
which interpretation is to be upheld should rest with the
disciplinary body, and it is thus essential that the'
proposal about the constitution o~ that body in I(iii)
be seriously considered.
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